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Today, security and compliance are not the same as they were a decade ago. In the past, 
software vulnerabilities were few. They were manageable on a smaller scale, even in huge 
enterprises with multiple devices across different locations. Today, although IT security has 
evolved, it has also complicated and diversified. Multiple security solutions built to carry out 
specific functions are eating into the time and ease of security risk management. 

Cyberattacks can and should be stopped before they happen. However, today’s risk 
detection and remediation tools simply lack the comprehensiveness and attention to detail in 
their design. They are either limited in their capabilities or offer extremely specific 
functionalities that are insufficient in the bigger context of security. What organizations need 
today is an all-in-one security platform designed to detect risks, remediate them, and 
demonstrate compliance with security benchmarks.
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SanerNow offers a combination of products that take security, risk, and compliance 
management to the level they need to be. The solutions offered helps enterprises manage 
their IT assets, detect risk, remediate them, and demonstrate compliance with security 
policies. These four products ensure the best possible security posture in your environment: 
SanerNow Vulnerability Management, Patch Management, Compliance Management, and 
Asset Management.

SanerNow for Security, Risk, and Compliance
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SanerNow is powered by our homegrown, world's largest, SCAP compliant security  
intelligence feed with 130,000+ vulnerabilities. With false positive rates of 0.001%,  
the SanerNow platform comprehensively detects vulnerabilities across all endpoints  
and network devices.

Best-in-class Security Posture Guaranteed with The Most Trusted Security Intelligence

Leverage the leading edge of security innovation with the fastest scanning, end-to-end  
automation, and intelligent algorithms. Strengthen your security posture with the  
industry’s ground-breaking platform.

Experience The Leading Edge of Security Innovation

SanerNow is powered by our homegrown, world’s largest, SCAP-compliant vulnerability 
intelligence database. With 130,000+ security checks and a false positive rate of 0.001%, 
SanerNow detects risks with the highest accuracy. Integrated and automated patch 
management remediates the detected vulnerabilities. Security compliance management 
capabilities scan devices and harden endpoints to comply with HIPAA, PCI, NIST, ISO, and 
custom security policies. As a final envelope, asset management capability gives you visibility 
and control over all hardware and software assets in the inventory.

Tired of multiple disconnected tools? Not anymore! With SanerNow, you can detect  
and remediate attack vectors and ensure security compliance from a single cloud-based  
console. Build a robust security framework for your organization and oversee everything  
from one place. 

The Best of Vulnerability Assessment, Patching,  
Compliance, and IT Asset Management Under One Roof

Robust Security Framework in One Unified Platform

A single lightweight agent installed in endpoints carries out all security tasks in the  
respective endpoints and other network devices. It also acts as a network scanner and  
detects the risks in the network devices, saving costs on additional investment. All  
detection and remediation tasks are executed in the background with absolutely no  
disruption to end-users’ productivity.

One Powerful Agent for All Security Tasks
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Automate the end-to-end tasks of patch management starting from scanning,  
detection, prioritization, download, testing, and scheduled deployment.

SanerNow Patch Management

Patches for all major OS versions in Windows, MAC, Linux, along with 200+  
third-party applications

Latest patches are made available within 24 hours of release by the supported  
software vendors

Scan and detect non-compliant endpoints, harden endpoints to restore security  
compliance, and generate audit-ready reports. 

SanerNow Compliance Management

Out-of-the-box support for HIPAA, PCI, NIST, ISO. Custom security policies can  
also be created

Continuous scanning capabilities to ensure continuous compliance in real-time 

Monitor and track every hardware and software asset across your network with  
complete visibility and control. 

SanerNow Asset Management

Blacklist or whitelist untrusted or malicious software to ensure security

Track and manage software licenses in your asset inventory

Scan, detect, assess, prioritize, and remediate vulnerabilities and risks in enterprise  
endpoints and network devices. 

Manage Vulnerabilities, Automate Patch Management,  
Ensure Compliance, and Manage IT Assets

SanerNow Vulnerability Management

Industry’s fastest, zero-disruption scans that complete in under 5 minutes
Powered by the world’s largest (and growing) vulnerability intelligence database  
with 130,000+ vulnerability checks built-in
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SecPod

About

SecPod is an endpoint management,  
security, risk, and compliance  
technology company. SecPod  
(Security Podium, incarnated as  
SecPod) has created the revolutionary  
SanerNow platform and tools that are  
used by MSPs and enterprises  
worldwide. SecPod also licenses  
security technology to top security  
vendors through its SCAP Content  
Professional Feed.

Talk to Sales
For enquiries on pricing
Email us on: info@secpod.com
Call us at: India - (+91) 80 4121 4020 / USA - (+1) 918 625 3023

Platform

The SanerNow

SecPod SanerNow is a cyberhygiene  
platform that automates and  
orchestrates measures to safeguard  
your enterprise devices from cyber  
attacks. The major applications of  
SanerNow includes:  
  Patch Management 
  Vulnerability Management 
  Asset Management 
  Endpoint Management 
  Compliance Management 


